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Temporal Difference (TD) (Sutton and Barto, 1987
1
) is a real-time error correction model in 
which learning is computed according to the difference between successive predictions and a 
discount factor that decays exponentially, reflecting the fact that predictors closer to a reinforcer 
(the unconditioned stimulus, US) are based on more recent information and thus more accurate. In 
addition, an eligibility trace modulates the extent to which the stimulus predictive value is 
susceptible of changing on any given time-step.  
The way stimuli are represented affects significantly how learning is implemented in TD. The 
Complete Serial Compound representation (CSC) (Moore et al., 1998
2
) has become standard in 
studies of dopamine function (Schultz 2010
3
) and is central in investigating reward-based models of 
schizophrenia (Smith et al., 2006
4
). CSC TD assumes that a stimulus can be broken down into a 
series of individual elements, which are each active for a single unit of time as shown Figure 1, left. 
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Figure 1. Left: stimulus temporal representation according to CSC TD. Stimulus A is mapped into 
independent components {A1, A2, …, A6}, one per time-step {t1, t2, …, t6}. Right: eligibility 
traces per component and time-step. 
 
Each of these new elements has a separate eligibility trace and associative strength, receives 
distinct reinforcement from the US, and while active contributes to the prediction term. In essence 
CSC TD treats the components of a stimulus as unique stimuli in their own right identifiable by the 
overarching stimulus and their position in the sequence.   These component stimuli are linked only 
in that their activation is contingent on the activation of the supra-stimulus and their position in the 
sequence of time-steps.  Briefly, the first component of the CSC stimulus becomes active when the 
supra-stimulus becomes active, and the active state of each component in the sequence is then the 
product of the active state of the preceding stimulus and that of the supra-stimulus. This 
representation produces correct predictions at the intra-trial level, because elements of the stimulus 
occurring distantly from the US receive correspondingly less reinforcement, modulated by their 
eligibility trace as shown in Figure1, right. 
CSC TD is expressed formally as follows: 
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where �! is the salience of the i-th stimulus, � is a learning rate, � is the discount factor and �! 
represents the absence or presence of the reinforcer. Equation (1) gives the associative value of 
component j-th of stimulus i-th on the next time-step. This is based on the current value added to 
the temporal difference error (an estimate of how wrong the previous prediction was, based on 
existing information), modulated by �!,!(�), a trace indicating the extent to which it is eligible for 
modification. The prediction, � �  given by the second equation is defined as the sum of the 
associative values of all the components present at that time, across all stimuli. We have developed 
a simulator that computes CSC TD according to the algorithm in Table 1. 
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Table 1. CSC TD algorithm as computed in the TD Simulator. 
 
The TD Simulator implements a wide range of learning procedures. In particular, it runs forward, 
backward and simultaneous conditioning with stimuli and inter-trial intervals of fixed and variable 
lengths. It also works with a variety of contexts, compound stimulus and context-stimulus 
compounds, and with configural cues as well. The user can also modify the US parameters from 
phase to phase, choose between different eligibility traces, and work with any time-step size. The 
TD Simulator generates numerical and graphical outputs and permits the user to export the results 
to a data processor spreadsheet for further manipulation and analysis of data.  The graphical 
interface allows procedures to be entered in a way that resembles standard associative learning 
designs. 
 
Information Sharing Statement 
 
The TD Simulator software is publicly and freely available from the CAL software resource 
page (http://www.cal-r.org/index.php?id=TD-sim), which is developed and maintained at the Centre 
for Computational and Animal Learning Research Ltd. All software, information and support are 
provided online at the TD Simulator webpage. The TD Simulator will run on any platform provided 
that the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is installed. Mac and most Linux distributions already 
include JRE. Additionally, the user can download executable versions for Apple and Windows. The 
simulator is cross-platform, does not require any special equipment, operating system or support 
program, and does not need installation. 
   
